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Summary
Objectives: To summarize current excellent research in the field of
bioinformatics.
Method: Synopsis of the articles selected for the IMIA Yearbook 2006.
Results:  Current research in the field of bioinformatics clearly shows
ongoing unification of experimental findings and clinical outcomes.
Microarray data, gene sequences and clinical data are more and
more perceived as different but related facets of one entity. Significant
work is done in the area of text and data mining in order to bring
together patient data and biochemical phenomena by means of
ontologies. A strong trend in the clinical field is performance of
exhaustive studies on DNA material derived from patients that suffer
from diseases that are already known to be inherited. Examination of
appropriate methods covers data and text mining, ontologies as well
as machine learning and classification.
Conclusions: The best paper selection of articles on bioinformatics
shows examples of excellent research on methods used for studying
inherited diseases and their underlying genetic dispositions. Clinical
studies, inclusion of experimental findings like microarray data, and
of knowledge representation formats all lead to a better
understanding the linkage between gene sequences, biological
functions and clinical findings in the form of healthy state or
physiological disorders.
Haux R, Kulikowski C, editors. IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics
2006. Methods Inf Med 2006; 45 Suppl 1: S104-6.
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Introduction
Clinical bioinformatics should focus on
relating clinical practise and biochemi-
cal/genetic principles. The common
problem in clinical bioinformatics is
relating microscale f indings derived
from experimental data (microarray
data, Serial Analysis of Gene Expres-
sion, linkage analysis, structure analy-
sis methods as mass spectroscopy) and
macroscale properties such as disease
symptoms and metabolic pathways. At
the moment, there are hardly any data
that could fulf ill the requirements on
both scales: there are gene sequence and
annotation data related to microscale
phenomena on the one side, and on the
other there are clinical studies describ-
ing the f indings on the macroscale.
Many approaches deal with methods
trying to relate data of both types, and
they mostly use ontologies and auto-
matic extraction methods to process the
vast amounts of data that can be found
in this realm ([1-8]). Building bridges
between experimental and clinical find-
ings will open new possibilities in diag-
nostic and therapeutic efforts ([9]).

Best Paper Selection
The best paper selection of articles for
the section ‘bioinformatics’ in the IMIA
Yearbook 2006 reflects these trends and

follows the tradition of previous year-
books ([10,11]) in presenting examples
of excellent research on methods used
for biomedical text mining, automatic
processing of gene sequence data, han-
dling and screening gene data annota-
tions as well as comprehensive clinical
studies.
Five excellent, mostly multi-national,
articles representing the research in four
different continents were selected from
four international peer reviewed jour-
nals in the fields of medicine, medical
informatics, and bioinformatics. Table
1 presents the selected papers. A brief
content summary of the selected best
papers can be found in the appendix of
this report.

Conclusions and Outlook
The best paper selection for the Year-
book section ‘bioinformatics’ clearly
indicates that clinical bioinformatics has
been established as a field where classi-
cal bioinformatics, with basic tech-
niques as pattern recognition, data min-
ing, and chemical structure analysis,
and clinical applications meet in a fruit-
ful way. Perhaps the findings of genetic
analysis will influence clinical work in
a way that is comparable to 19 th

century’s recognition of bacteria as the
cause of infectious diseases. Further
work will be necessary in refining ex-
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§ Baumgartner C, Bohm C, Baumgartner D, Marini G, Weinberger K, Olgemoller B, Liebl B, Roscher AA. Supervised machine 
learning techniques for the classification of metabolic disorders in newborns. Bioinformatics 2004; 20(17): 2985-96.
§ Hauser ER, Crossman DC, Granger CB, Haines JL, Jones CJ, Mooser V, et al. A genomewide scan for early-onset coronary 

artery disease in 438 families: the GENECARD Study. Am  J Hum Genet 2004; 75: 436-47.
§ Hristovski D, Peterlin B, Mitchell JA, Humphrey SM. Using literature-based discovery to identify disease candidate genes. 

Int J Med Inform 2005; 74: 289-98.
§ Koike A, Niwa Y, Takagi T. Automatic extraction of gene/protein biological functions from biomedical text. Bioinformatics 

2005; 21(7): 1227-36.
§ Tiffin N, Kelso JF, Powell AR, Pan H, Bajic VB, Hide WA. Integration of text- and data-mining using ontologies successfully 

selects disease gene candidates. Nucleic Acids Research 2005; 33(5): 1544-1552.

Section  
Bioinformatics

Table 1   Best paper selection of articles for IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2006 in the section ‘Bioinformatics’. The articles are listed in
alphabetical order of the first author’s surname.

perimental work, but also in carrying
out more detailed analyses on patient
data that have already been screened in
order to identify disease gene candidates
([12], [13]). Text mining and relating
text data to gene sequences will remain
a challenge for the meantime as there
are plethora of raw data waiting for
analysis and classification ([1],[2],[5]).
Today’s work still focuses on putting
together the two faces of the medal.
Probably, the near future will show its
value.
Up-to-date information about current
and future issues of the IMIA Yearbook
is available at http://iig.umit.at/year-
book/.
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Appendix: Content
Summaries of Selected
Best Papers, Section
Bioinformatics*
Baumgartner C, Bohm C, Baumgartner D,
Marini G, Weinberger K, Olgemoller B,
Liebl B, Roscher AA.
Supervised machine learning techniques for
the classification of metabolic disorders in
newborns.
Bioinformatics 2004; 20(17): 2985-96

Huge amounts as well as complexity
of screening data imply the necessity
for automatic processing of experi-
mentally derived data. [12] have ex-
amined data from the Bavarian new-
born screening programme which
served to test all newborns for about
20 inherited metabolic disorders. Ma-
chine learning techniques were expected
to reveal novel patterns in high-dimen-

* The complete papers can be accessed in the
Yearbook’s full electronic version, provided that
permission has been granted by the copyright
holder(s)
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sional metabolic data and find classifi-
cation rules with high discriminatory
power. The study was performed with
six different machine learning tech-
niques and the examples of two meta-
bolic disorders, phenylketonuria and
medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydroge-
nase def iciency. [12] show that their
results could achieve all known meta-
bolic pattern findings and indicate some
novel patterns that could lead further
in the understanding of newborn me-
tabolism.

Hauser ER, Crossman DC, Granger CB,
Haines JL, Jones CJ, Mooser V, McAdam B,
Winkelmann BR, Wiseman AH, Muhlestein
JB, Bartel AG, Dennis CA, Dowdy E,
Estabrooks S, Eggleston K, Francis S, Roche
K, Clevenger PW, Huang L, Pedersen B,
Shah S, Schmidt S, Haynes C, West S, Asper
D, Booze M, Sharma S, Sundseth S,
Middleton L, Roses AD, Hauser MA, Vance
JM, Pericak-Vance MA, Kraus WE.
 A genomewide scan for early-onset
coronary artery disease in 438 families: the
GENECARD Study.
Am  J Hum Genet 2004; 75: 436-47

Coronary artery disease (CAD) risk is
increased by a family history which
clearly shows a genetic influence. [13]
have performed a study based on pa-
tient data from several countries. DNA
samples from families in which more
than two siblings were affected in
young years were collected in order to
identify genetic factors of CAD by link
analysis. They processed over 1000
samples from more than 400 families,
def ining three phenotypic subsets de-
pending on CAD multiplicity on the
families, absence of type 2 diabetes and
occurrence of atherogenic dyslipidemia.
Analysing genotypes for 395 micro-

satellite markers led to some f indings
concerning relevant chromosomes and
regions. Two regions met the criteria
for genome wide signif icance, while a
region on chromosome 3q13 is linked
to early-onset CAD.

Hristovski D, Peterlin B, Mitchell JA,
Humphrey SM.
Using literature-based discovery to identify
disease candidate genes.
Int J Med Inform 2005; 74: 289-98

Detection of disease candidate genes has
become a standard technique in clini-
cal bioinformatics applied to data from
large numbers of patients showing com-
mon symptoms. [14] deals with this
challenge as well as [16]. Their ap-
proach is an interactive literature-based
biomedical discovery support system for
discovering potentially meaningful re-
lations from a given starting concept
to other concepts extracted from
MEDLINE  as a reservoir of concept
candidates. Reduction of start and tar-
get sets is made by integration of back-
ground knowledge about the chromo-
somal location of the starting disease
and of the chromosomal location of the
candidate genes based on knowledge
extracted from LocusLink and HUGO.

Koike A, Niwa Y, Takagi T.
Automatic extraction of gene/protein
biological functions from biomedical text.
Crit Care Med 2004; 32: 1306-9

Biological function is a key feature for
relating gene sequence annotation with
descriptions of clinical meaning. [15]
try to establish the link between analyti-
cal f indings performed using high
throughput analysis methods and  textu-
al descriptions of biological functions.

Gene, protein, or family function can
be recognized using GO as an ontol-
ogy for evaluating co-occurrence or
collocation similarities and for appli-
cation of rule-based techniques. [15]
have built a tool for generating auto-
matically functional annotations of
genes and therefore open the way for
transformation of biological function
descriptions from unstructured text to
highly formalized annotation formats.
Their results will help to enrich gene
sequence data by adding annotations to
gene sequence databases.

Tiffin N, Kelso JF, Powell AR, Pan H, Bajic
VB, Hide WA.
Integration of text- and data-mining using
ontologies successfully selects disease gene
candidates.
Nucleic Acids Research 2005; 33(5): 1544-52

Identif ication of disease gene candi-
dates is difficult if multiple contribut-
ing genes cannot be detected unambigu-
ously due to low penetrance. [16]
propose an approach to overcome the
problem rising from hundreds of candi-
dates found in screening results with
low specif icity. Additional f iltering
processes have to be def ined and ap-
plied in order to reduce the initial can-
didate set to a set of relevant candidates.
The criterion applied is the gene’s ex-
pression profile. Expression data are
extracted using the eVOC anatomical
ontology for integration of text-min-
ing and data-mining techniques. The
approach has been verified by applica-
tion to a candidate gene set containing
a low amount of known disease genes.
The test set could be reduced to about
60% while still containing almost all
of the disease genes.


